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A r c h i t e c t u r e

a n d

D r a w i n g

Libeskind makes a position in “End Space”: “An architectural drawing is as
much a prospective unfolding of future possibilities as it is a recovery of a particular
history to whose intentions it testifies and whose limits it always challenges.”*
Architecture Drawings have grown vigorously. Innumerable architects are
plunging into this intriguing, fascinating movement. They are probing into
infinite creativity and imagination of prospecting the future by architecture
drawing.

A r c h i t e c t u r e

a n d

P h i l o s o p h y

Defining the existence is the task of philosophy. Zhuangzi’s core idea of
philosophy is Tao. It is the original existence of the universe and the natural
objective rules of the world. Thus, I thintk, to define the existence of the
architecture within the world and explore the different rules of architecture
could lead to a certain proposal of architecture.

Aim
Through translations of famous Chinese writing, the project aims to capture characteristic architectural moments, found
and expressed in the text, to work with tools like pencil and mouse, in digital and/or analogue projection. Furthermore,
in iterations to work to unfold of ideas, structures, relationships etc. inherent in the text. Explore new possibilities of
architecture.

Method

1

Text: Zhuangzi Philosophy book excerpt or one story
Choose Autumn Flood story
Translate the each questions and answers
Check the Translation by Yutang Lin

2

A series of case studies are conducted that relates to architectural drawing.
Case studies: drawing mannerism, drawing’s strategy, model derived from drawing.
(to be if needed extended, diminished or altered)
Drawing Examples: John Hejduk’s 45-degree axonometric diamond house
Libeskind’s Collage Rebus, Solidified Light-House; Raimund Abraham’s pencil drawings; Stan Allen’s worm eye
view axonometric projection, Renzhen Zeng’s HuanYuan Drawing etc.

3

Individual drawings from the text
Reflections on Space/Archtiecture [Based on Questions & Answers No.1-7 text]
Hand drawings for each question: Sketch >> Hand Drawings >> Drawings Analysis >> Hand Drawings' Iteration
Reflection on Space/Archtiecture Again
Hand drawings for each question: Digital Drawings (Photoshop/Indesign/Rhino) >> Drawings Analysis (Photoshop/Indesign/Rhino)

4

Summarize all individual drawings.
7 Space Qualities
7 Architecture Operations
Series Architectural Drawing Strategy

5

Integration drawing.
Integration Plan/ Section Diagram [Integrating Q No.1~Q No.4 Drawing Elements]
Iteration 1: Axonometric Section Diagram [Adding Q No.5 Drawing Element]
Iteration 2: Axonometric 3D Drawing [Adding Q No.7 Drawing Element]
Iteration 3: Partial Worm-eyeview Axonometric Drawings [Adding Q No.6 Drawing Element]
Physical Model [Modeling Iteration Drawing 3]

6

Experimental Architecture
Large Scale (4 Parts）>> Architecture Drawings
Part1: Infinity-Relativity-Park
[Generated from Integration Drawing] [Including Q No.1-Q No.4 Space Qaulities]
Part 2: Wall-Doorway-Window Exhibition Hall
[Generated from Integration Iteration 1,3, Physical model] [Including Q No.4, Q No.5 Space Qaulities]
Part 3: Human Library
[Generated from Integration Iteration 1~3, Physical model] [Including Q No.1~Q No.7 Space Qaulities]
Part 4: Lush Garden
[Generated from Integration Iteration 1, 3, Physical model] [Including Q No.1~Q No.7 Space Qaulities]
Small Scale >> Physical Models
(Extract a small part of different parts in a large building to create a new architecture)

2

秋水
This chapter is tends to probe into of human’s
judgment on the infinite relativity of everything’s

NO.3

NO.4

River God:” As the saying goes:
‘After listening to a lot of truth, I
always feel that I’m not as smart as
myself.’ It is me. I did not believe
it at first. Now I have witnessed
your invisible sea water, which is
inexhaustible. I admit how much
tiny and ignorant I am.”

River God:” Can I regard the earth
as big and the end of the hair as
small?”

River God:” The smallest thing
has no shape, and the largest thing
cannot limit its scope. ’Is that true?”

River God:” If in the outside of the
object, if in the inside of the object,
how can we differentiate the high
and low?”

Answers

[ 秋水 ]

NO.2

Questions

Autumn Floods

NO.1

Sea God:” All of the water are no
greater than the sea. Thousands of
rivers fall into the sea. I don’t know
when it will stop, but the sea has
never been overflowing; the sea has
been discharged from the tail; the
sea will not be empty; no matter
the spring and autumn seasons, the
sea will not change; no matter the
floods and droughts, the sea will
not be affected at all. The amount
of water in the sea far exceeds that
of the river, and it is impossible to
measure. But compared with nature,
I am as small as a stone I hold the
thoughts of insignificance, how can
I feel arrogant and complacent!”

Se a Go d : ” No t p o s s i b l e . T h e
objects are different in quantity
and capacity. The comparisons are
endless; the time passes endlessly;
everything is indeterminate. There
is no so-called beginning. There is
no so-called end.”

Sea God:” If you look at the big
things from the small side, the big
things are endless; if you look at the
small things from the big side, the
small things are indistinguishable.
The so-called definition of small
and large are limited to tangible
things. For things that are too
small to intangible, they cannot
be measured and distinguished by
measurement; for things that are
too large to definite the range, they
cannot be measured exhaustively.
Things that cannot be mentioned in
words and cannot be communicated
with consciousness are things that
cannot be called small and large.”

NO.5

NO.6

NO.7

Sea God:” If observing things by
the rule of nature, everything has no
differentiation of high and low. If
observing things by the perspective
of themselves, their distinguish
of high and low are the result
by comparison of each other. If
observing things by the perspective
of worldling, the judgement of high
and low is not the one that can be
controlled by oneself.
In regard to function, if we say that
something exists or does not exist,
by its own standard of existence or
non- existence, then there is nothing
which does not exist, nothing which
does not perish from existence.
If we know that east and west are
convertible and yet necessary terms
in relation to each other, then
such (relative) functions may be
determined..””

River God:” What can be done?
What cannot be done? How can I
recede, accept, abandon?”

River God:” Why do we respect the
rules of nature?”

River God:” What is natural? What
is artificial?"

S e a G o d : ” T h e Ta o h a s n o
beginning or end. The Tao wax
and wane, without a fixed form.
The past time are irreversible, and
the lost time cannot be retained.
Everything is generating, waxing,
waning, and dying again and again.
Everything is changing on its own,
why do you need to do anything
deliberately!”

Sea God:” People who understand
the rules of nature know how to
adapt and change. People who
understanding the rules of human
and nature could be in a state of
freedom.”

Sea God:” The horse has four feet,
which is called natural. Bridling
the horse, which is called artificial.
So, people cannot use the artificial
operations to damage instinct.
People cannot destroy the rule of
nature deliberately.”

value. Zhuangzi points out: big or small (size) and
true or wrong (authenticity) are relative; noble and
humble (rank) and honour or disgrace are uncertain.
He advocates people to respect a law of nature and
return to the true meaning of life.

This chapter is composed of two parts. The first
part describes the dialogue between the sea god and
the river god, with a total of seven questions and
seven answers. This fable discusses the following
ideas in detail and vividly: the self-judgment of large
and small; the uncertainty of the changes of things;
different examinations of inside and outside; infinity
of time…

Questions

道

Answers

3

Question NO.1 / Text & First Hand Drawing &
Drawing Space Analysis
River God:” As the saying goes: ‘After listening to a lot of
truth, I always feel that I’m not as smart as myself.’ It is
me. I did not believe it at first. Now I have witnessed your
invisible sea water, which is inexhaustible. I admit how
much tiny and ignorant I am.”

INFINITE FLOWING SPACE

Question NO.2 / Text & First Hand Drawing
& Drawing Space Analysis

River God:” Can I regard the earth as big and the end of
the hair as small?”
Sea God:” Not possible. The objects are different in quantity
and capacity. The comparisons are endless; the time passes
endlessly; everything is indeterminate. There is no so-called
beginning. There is no so-called end.”

THE RELATIVITY OF SPACE

Question NO.2 / Text & First Hand Drawing & Drawing Space Analysis

Drawing
mediusrelativity
and drawing process
The
of
A series diagrams to show all of the possibility
of space composition which are generated by
straight routes from different starting points

Large and Small

All of the analysis drawings in this page are drawn by
Space
Indesign. I trace the hand drawing first. And use rectangles
to identify spaces between all of each adjacent horizental
lines. Hatch the space with four colors in order to avoid
the adjacent spaces eat each other.

Question NO.3 / Text & First Hand Drawing &
Drawing Space Analysis & Digital Drawing

TANGIBLE FORM
&
INTANGIBLE CORRESPONDING SPACE

River God:” The smallest thing has no shape, and the largest thing
cannot limit its scope. ’Is that true?”
Sea God:” If you look at the big things from the small side, the big

Intangible Unlimited Nature Space

things are endless; if you look at the small things from the big side,
the small things are indistinguishable. The so-called definition of
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45 degree Axonometric projection, Exported From Rhino and
Change contrast curves in PS ,(22th, March. 2021)

HIERACHY OF
INSIDE SPACE & OUTSIDE SPACE

Question NO.4 / Text & First Hand Drawing

River God:” If in the outside of the object, if in the inside of the
object, how can we differentiate the high and low?”
Sea God:"If observing things by the rule of nature, everything
has no differentiation of high and low. If observing things by the
perspective of themselves, their distinguish of high and low are
the result by comparison of each other. If observing things by the
perspective of worldling, the judgement of high and low is not the
one that can be controlled by oneself.”

3

Question NO.4 / Drawing Space Analysis

HIERACHY OF
INSIDE SPACE & OUTSIDE SPACE

inside
hierachy 1

outside
hierachy 2

outside

hierachy 3

outside

hierachy 4

outside

hierachy 5

outside
hierachy 6

outside
outside

hierachy 7

hierachy 8

outside

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

inside

inside

inside

inside

inside

inside

inside

inside
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INSIDE SPACE & OUTSIDE SPACE
WITHIN ARCHITECTURE ELEMENTS

Question NO.4 / Digital Drawing

Architecture Reflection:

Wall > Door

Door >Wall

The archtiecture exists because
of the interdependence and
interaction of different elements
in the construction.
I choose three important
elements: wall/door/window.
Thus, I use the drawing to
explore the interdependent
among them.

Door

Window > Wall

Window

Windows transform into doors;
Doors transform into windows;
Walls transform into Doors;

Wall > Window

Window

Vice versa.

Door

Door >Wall

Next step:
Materiality

WAX AND WANE OF SPACE

Question NO.5 / Text &
First Hand Drawing & Digital
Drawing

curved line

River God:” What can be done? What cannot be done? How can I

Wax and wane line
for Walls

straight trajectory of control point

recede, accept, abandon?”
Sea God:” The Tao has no beginning or end. The Tao wax and

control point (on grid) of curved line

wane, without a fixed form. The past time are irreversible, and
the lost time cannot be retained. Everything is generating, waxing,
waning, and dying again and again. Everything is changing on its
own, why do you need to do anything deliberately!”

>

>

Wax and wane line
for Doors

Wax and wane line
for Windows

The Integration of constantly
changing walls, doors, windws

BODY'S SPACE

Question NO.6 / Text & First Hand Drawing
& Digital Drawing

[Question] River God:” Why do we respect the rules
of nature?”
[Answer] Sea God:” People who understand the
rules of nature know how to adapt and change.
People who understanding the rules of human and
nature could be in a state of freedom.”

0

1
2

3 4
5

forehead

visual sense

6

breath

7
8
9

炁

[qì]

intrinsic energy
eneregy redefined by architecture
border of architecture

10

abdomen

11
12
extremely close
far
far
0 forehead
extremely close
1 visual sense
extremely far
2 nose tip
extremely close
3 breath from nose far
4 exhale with mouth extremely far
5 chin
close
6 shoulder neck
extremely close
7 breast
extremely far
8 below the breast close
9 umbilicus
extremely close
10crotch
close
11thigh
extremely far
12knee
13shank
14foot

limit
enhance
enhance
enhance
enhance
limit
limit
enhance
limit
enhance
enhance
enhance
limit
limit
enhance

abdomen

13

border of architecture
Different distances
between
architecture and
different body part

Mutual definition of body and
architecture

Potential Section Strategy
（human scale）

Question NO.7 / Text & First Hand Drawing
& Drawing Space Analysis

NATURAL SPACE &
ARTIFICIAL SPACE
a.2
a.3
a.1

a.1

a.2
b.1

d

b.1
c.2
d

d

a.1

a.1

b.1

a.1
a.1

b.1
a.1

a.1
c.1

a.1

c.2

a.1
b - n Staight line+ 1 Curved line
b.1 - n Parallel Staight line + 1 Simple Curved
line

C - 2 Groups of Straight line+ 1 Group of
Curved line

River God:” What is natural? What is artificial?"
Sea God:” The horse has four feet, which is called natural. Bridling
the horse, which is called artificial. So, people cannot use the

Straight lines

artificial operations to damaage instinct. People cannot destroy the
rule of nature deliberately.”

Curve lines

Spontaneous
Conscious

Artifitial part
Natural part

a - 1 Staight line+ 1~n Curved line
a.1 - 1 Staight line + 1 Simple Curved line
a.2 - 1 Staight line + 1 Group of Complicated
Curved lines + n Small Curves parallel to Main
curve
a.3 - 1 Staight line + n Small Curves

c.1 -n Parallel Straight line (equidistant) + few
Extended Curved line +same amount of extended
straight line
c.2 -n Parallel Straight line (not equidistant) +
few Extended Curved line + same amount of
extended straight line
d - Solid Staight line+ Dotted Staight line

Question NO.7 / Hand Drawing Iteration

NATURAL SPACE &
ARTIFICIAL SPACE

Question NO.7 / Digital Drawing

Artifitial-Natural-shape-opening Strategy

Different
layers
openings

Openings on the wall
[windows/doors/niches...]

Straight lines

Artifitial part

Natural Scenery
[water/sky/light/plants...]

Curve lines

Natural part

Special general
Shape of opening
The profile
of opening is
extended by the
shape of nature

Potential
Joint Design

Whole Elevation Strategy
（derived by connection between architecture and nature Motivation)

Summary of Individual Drawings
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HAND DRAWINGS

SPACE QUALITIES

DIGITAL DRAWINGS

ARCHITECTURE
OPERATIONS

ARCHITECTURE
DRAWING GUIDE

1

The infinite flowing space

Flowing space by blurring walls' or
floors' boundary

Whole Architecture Boundaries
Forms Strategy
[Whole Plan&Section]

2

The relativity of Space

Walls or floors that vary in length and
distance from each other

Constantly changing of space size
Strategy
[Whole Plan&Section]

3

Tangible form and intangible
corresponding Space

The openings of adjacent
architectures correspond to each
other and have the same width

Adjacent Space Corresponding
Strategy
[Partial Plan&Section]

4

Hierachy of Inside Space and
Outside Space

The interconversion of Walls,
doorways, and windows

Organization of Architecture's
Elements Strategy
[Interior Plan]

5

Wax and Wane of Space

Architecture Elements' Wax and
Wane by changing the shape of walls,
doorways, and windows

Architecture Elements' Form
Strategy
[Interior Plan&Elevation]

6

Body's Space

Architecture's Elements are
deconstructed by different definition
of body sense and body part

Human Scale Space Strategy
[Interior Section ]

7

Natural Space and Artificial Space

Artifitial-natural-shape-openings

Artifitial-natural-shape-openings
Strategy
[Exterior Elevation]

Potentials for the
Architecture Strategy

DRAWING
REFERENCES

>Next Chapter
Initial Trial of Integrating Drawings
(Based on the 7 drawing elements )
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Integration1: Plan/ Section Diagram
April 15th-20th

A Macro 2D Integration Drawing
For this step, I try to find the shape relationship
among free flowing space, space size relativity,
responding space, and hierachy of inside and
outside space.

165cm

Integration Plan/ Section Diagram Analysis
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Iteration 1: Axonometric Section Diagram
April 22nd
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A Macro 3D Line Drawing
For this step, I rotate the previous diagram to x-z plane,
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and add wax and wane of architecture elements drawing
(Q5 drawing) on x-y plane. So this is a way to give the
line drawing a depth. Therefore, this drawing becomes a
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three dimensional line drawing.
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Iteration 2: Axonometric 3D Drawing
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A Megastructure
The more complex the 2D drawing, the more complex

Most of the lines are offseted 0.05m~2m, regarded as

the 3D model. The model in this step was called

the walls. Obviously, the offset-lines are extruded to

megastucture, because it includes almost all the elements.

a series of certain distances, becoming into volumes.

I select some parts of the initial integration drawing

This axonometric drawing intends to give me a first

as the basic drawing for plan, and other parts of the

expectation and imagination of the 3d space.

drawing become basic lines for section. Add the artificial
and natural space drawing to the section part.

1
2

The infinite
flowing space

Relatively of
Space

4
Corresponding
Relation of
Space

Hierachy of Inside
Space and Outside
Space

3
Body
Space

Artifitial
and Natural
Space

7

6

5

Wax and Wane
of Space

Worm's Eye View Axonometric

“The worm’s eye view – accentuates the
relationship between plan and structure.
[...]What the worm’s eye viewpoint does
better than almost any other form of
representation is describing the spatial
experience of a three-dimensional
enclosure. "
______________________________________
“DRAWING WITH RAFAEL MONEO, MADRID 1984” , Drawing
Matter, March 14, 2019, https://drawingmatter.org/stan-allen-ondrawing-with-rafael-moneo-madrid-1984/.

Iteration 3: Partial Worm-eyeview
Axonometric Drawings
May 1st-5th

Physical Model
Manipulated photographs May 1st-5th
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Experimental Architecture

Zhuangzi Philosophy Monument

May 5th-31st

Zhuangzi Philosophy Monument utilizes different
space qualities I have discussed above, and reorganize
them into four different parts of archtiecture. The four
parts are : Infinite Relativity Park, Wall-DoorwayWindow Exhibition Hall, Human Library, and Lush
Garden.

Infinite Relativity Park

Wall-Doorway-Window
Exhibition Hall
Lush Garden

Human Library

A Public Activity Center under Urban Context

Zhuangzi Philosophy Monument could be built in the
nature or become a part of city.

PART1:Infinite Relativity Park
transition part of
park and exhibition hall
Playing chess

Write Caligraphy on the
Ground with Big Bruush

pavilion

opening park

turn 90 °

pavilion

Elevation of Human Library
(Same language with the plan of park)

pavilion

reception

Formal Entrance for the Park

Extending infinitely

1

1

Free Flowing Space

2
3

2

The Relativity of Long and Short Space

3

Extending infinitely

Free Flowing Space

2

Different Routes Pass Through the Park

The Relativity of Small
and Large Spacee

PART1:Operational Drawing

PART2:Wall-Doorway-Window
Exhibition Hall
Exhibits：
Chinese Paintings

Entrance for the
Interior

Exhibits：
Chinese Caligraphy

Exhibits：
Chinese Caligraphy

transition part of
park and exhibition hall

Exit of Exhibition Hall

Plan

Plan - Elevation

Exhibits - Line of Sight

5
Wax and Wane of Wall, Doorway, and Windows

4

5

4
Transform between inside and outside
by transform among walls, doorways, windows

PART2:Operational Drawing

PART3:Human Library
Discuss Poems
Enjoy the landscape of lush garden

Section of Part 4
(Lush Garden)

7Natural Space and Artificial Space
Section of Part 3
(Human Library)

7

6

Plan of Part 1
(Infinite Relativity Park)

Elevation of Part 3
(Human Library)

1
2
3

6

Body's Space

PART4:Lush Garden
New Landscape / Continuously growing plants / Teahouse
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